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STOCK MARKET REPORT 21ST SEPTEMBER 2021 

 

 

INVERELL CATTLE SALE    

Yarding:   1000          Comparison: 14th September 2021  

Change:  40  

 

There were 1,000 head of cattle yarded, an increase of 40, comprising of a good supply of 

young cattle, a good offering of bullocks, steers, and heifers, while there was a fair yarding of 

cows. The yarding of young cattle consisted of several runs of well finished and well-bred 2 

and 3 score yearling steers and heifers that were suitable for feeder and backgrounders, while 

there were a few pens of weaner cattle to suite local restockers. Cattle were drawn mainly 

from local areas, however there was a few consignments from the West. 

 

 Competition was keen for restocker weaners with the steers selling to 628c, while the restocker 

heifers sold to a top of 572c/kg. Yearling steers sold firm to slightly easier in places, mainly 

quality related, with feeders selling to 532c and restockers toped at 612c/kg. Feeder heifers 

sold to a top price of 544c for an average of 450c and restockers to 672c/kg.  

 

The yarding of export cattle consisted mainly of a good quality offering. Local and Southern 

processors were active in the market which resulted in grown steers meeting strong demand 

ranging from 406c to 428c, while grown heifers sold to 411c/kg. The good run of heavy weight 

cows saw prices down by 2c to 10c, with 3 scores averaging 371c, and heavy 4 score cows 

reached a top price of 401.2c/kg. 

 

 

 

ER & LM Slacksmith Goodooga  Bulls  342.2¢ 471kg  $1,614.04 

G & R Brown  Inverell  Steers  360.2¢ 555kg  $1,991.11 

Dezi Wilson   Camp Creek Steers  420¢  460kg  $1,932.00 

MJ & MA Peters  Ashford  Steers  518.2¢ 380kg  $1,969.16 

Colleen Wilson  Bonshaw  Steers  550¢  247kg  $1,361.25 

Backwood Pastoral Co   Nullamanna       Heifers 528.2¢ 365kg  $1,931.23 

G & R Brown  Inverell  Cows  380¢  735kg  $2,793.00 

George Crowther  Inverell  Cows  368¢  545kg  $2,005.60
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